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Helen Ransome was fascinated by lost causes, whether they be of the male variety, or of the historical. She was in the second year of her

Modem History O. Phil., at a certain Oxford College famous mainly for its pies]. Her cause du jour was a photocopy of a page /Tom an
unpublished doctoral thesis on Huguenot emigration /Tom France in the 1560's. She had found it left between the pages of a much better
known work in her college library, and there was no clue whatsoever as to where one might lay one's hands on the rest. Her own supervisor
said she'd never heard of it - and, in all fairness to supervisors, there wasn't much to go on. But she suggested someone Helen might try
asking: he was the Senior Tutor at a college with a much better culinary reputation on the other side of the High.

Huw Jones had some rooms at the top of an ancient staircase that smelt strongly of disinfectant and creaked like a dead man swinging on a
gallows. She knocked politely on a door plastered with paper; mostly out of date adverts for lectures and unfunny cartoons.

"Come in! Come in!" said someone in a croaky Welsh accent.
The room was rather small and lined with groaning shelves. A tall, dishevelled man in his mid-forties was sprawled in a huge, mediaeval

sofa - his eyes lit up when he saw Helen and he tried to sit up straight, which was easier said than done.
"Professor Jones?"

"Mmmm," replied the Professor. "Sit down, sit down!"
"Er, thanks," said Helen, descending into a mighty armchair and crossing her legs, which she realised almost immediately was a very bad

idea. "My supervisor, er, Dr. Shawcross, you know, she told me that you might be able to help me track down an unpublished thesis. I've only
got one page of it. I only found that by accident."

"I'll take a look," said Jones, rather too confidently. Helen deposited the photocopy on the very small coffee table between them, and took
her hand out of the way just in case. He looked at the paper without really reading it: then he caught some word or phrase, and his eyes
widened, noticeably.

"Can you tell me anything about it, Professor? Do you know if! can get hold of the rest of it?"
"No," said Jones. "You can't get hold of the rest of it. It's impossible now."
"Oh - what about the person who wrote it? Can I get in touch with him - or her?"
Jones thought this over. "Him, he's a him. You can see him, but it won't be easy."
"Why not?"
He thought some more, before replying. "I'm lecturing this morning, but if you come back this afternoon, I'll take you to see him. Meet me

by the tower ofSt. Michael's Church at, say, halfpast two."
"The tower of ... ?"

"It's the only way." Jones was dead serious. He was looking right past her. She agreed.

Helen went to the Covered Market for her lunch, as normal; then she headed for the church. It was starting to rain, and the only person she
could see hanging around on the street was a guy playing an electronic flute - or he would have been, but for some finalists /Tom the nearby
Jesus College library, who were beating him up.

"The church tower of St. Michael's in the Northgate is one of the oldest parts of Oxford most people get to see," said Jones from close
behind her. "But we need to go this way." He strode off down St. Michael's Street as far as the entrance to a nondescript-looking townhouse. A
plaque on the door claimed that it was now the premises of a firm of accountants. Inside, in the hallway, a shabby little man was sitting behind
a desk, reading the Daily Mail. The Professor showed him his Bodleian card - no ordinary card this, but a black one embossed with gold and
with an 10 picture that actually resembled its owner. "Very well," said the man, in a voice that sounded like fingernails on a blackboard. He
turned to Helen and looked suspiciously at her over the rims of his spectacles.

"This one's a visitor," said the Professor, handing over a sheaf of papers.
"A visitor?" said the old man evilly. With great reluctance, he examined the papers, and found they were all in order. "You know the way,

I suppose?" As they walked away down the hall, Helen thought she could hear the old man cackling.

Jones used his card to open a door at the far end of the hall, beyond which was a flight of steps leading downwards. They went through two
more doors with security locks on, and down so many steps that, when they reached the bottom, Helen was by no means sure in which
direction she was facing. A brick lined tunnel, lit fairly weakly with electric bulkhead lamps, stretched out in ITont of them. Helen could see
various intersections leading off it, and more stairs going both up and down. "This part of the system was built by Royalists," explained Jones.
"The passages that used to run out north /Tom here are all blocked off now. I think there's one heading out under the old wall of New College
that's still open, though." He noticed that she wasn't following. "It's quite safe," he called back to her. Wondering what she was doing down
here, but too intrigued to go back, Helen went after him. She had almost c3u~t up when Jones disappeared suddenly through a door on the
left. Behind it was a short tunnel, and at the other end of the tunnel was the top of a spiral staircase. Eight worn granite flights down was a
landing, ITom which several roughly-hewn tunnels branched. The stairs seemed to have once gone further down still, but they had been bricked
up just below this point. The Professor explained that there were vaults down there dating from the time of Robert d'Oilly, first Norman
governor of Oxford. "Most of the lower levels of the op are flooded now. Building on the flood plain of the Thames since Henry's time has
raised the water table."

"What's the OP?"

"It's where we're going. Aha, this'lI help!" He'd found a battered electric torch in a niche in the wall. "The floor in the next tunnel is a bit
uneven. Watch yourself"

Uneven was an understatement. Even worse, the lighting in the deep-level passage was even less reliable than it had been higher up. "Sorry
we had to come through here," said Jones, as Helen tripped over and fell on her nose. "Most of the better ways are only for members of
Congregation." After about ten minutes picking their way over uneven (and muddy) flagstones, the Professor pushed open a tiny oak door that
Helen had walked straight past without noticing. It led on to a brightly lit corridor, eight feet high and eight feet broad, panelled with every
kind of wood and floored in gorgeous fleur-de-lys tiles. The corridor curved gently round to the right, before opening out opto one of the upper
galleries of a massive cavern that would easily have been big enough to hold half a dozen Radcliffe Cameras or Sheldonians if you'd squashed
them down a bit. The lighting was no better here than anywhere else they had been and so much of the far side ofthe cave was barely visible.
She could see about ten more galleries below this one, each lined with strong shelves bearing enormous, black-bound volumes. Here and there
was a shadowy figure at a reading desk - though most of these were empty. The bottom of the pit wasn't visible at all, though the faint sound

1 This college had perhaps better remain nameless - but you will know it if you ever go there because lunches consist of a huge pile of chips being dumped on
your plate, followed by the grunted question "Wanna pie with that?"
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of water running was coming rrom somewhere down there. Professor Jones turned to face her. "Welcome to Oxford's oldest and biggest
library," he said in an extremely loud whisper, "the Oxoniensium Profunditas. Let me show you some of the sights."

"Is he here'?" said Helen, trying not to look down.
"Who?"

"The person who wrote the thesis."
"Oh yes."

The Professor showed her into a great void in the wall, inside which were some rocky steps leading down into a scriptorium. Three ancient
looking women were sitting there, sorting stack-request forms into piles on a beautiful chryselephantine table. "These three have been here
longer than anyone," said Jones quietly, "maybe since the beginning. In the fourteenth century, you could come in here and get an inter-library
loan with places as far away as the great monasteries in Constantinople. The OP used to hire Venetian merchants to take the books round by
sea, and there was also an overland route through Romania. Funnily enough, even doing it that way still took less time than it does nowadays
for the Bodleian to get you a PhD dissertation trom Liverpool." On the lime-washed walls of the office were painted lists of the various other
secret libraries through the world that the Oxoniensium Profunditas was affiliated to. All the Constantinople entries had long since been
crossed out but there were still plenty of evocative names: the Paralibri Interdicti Vaticani, the Uberbiichersgewolbekeller in KOln, Rugeley
Town Library and the Titanographicon Cabalisticon of Bethlehem. Someone had partially obscured The Library of St. John the Beheaded,
London2 with a large post-it note that had "CRAP" written on it in big letters.

"It's like walking around in a set rrom the film of The Name of the Rose. Any minute now I'll be bumping into Sean Connery."
"Probably. Anyway, you can't expect a collection of books as large as this to have been around for as long as it has without turning into a

partial literary allusion itself, now can you?"
"Er ... "

"People are always fascinated by hidden libraries and lost books. If I had a sovereign for every time some fictional character claimed to
have a copy of Aristophanes' Banqueters ... Or yet more bloody Aristotle," he said with a pained expression on his face. "The trouble with the
world up there is that nobody takes the trouble to read the books they've got already."

"Have you got one?"
"Have I got one what?"
"Has this library got a copy of Aristophanes' Banqueters?"
"Oh, that. Dozens."

The Professor took her back up to the gallery, then up some rickety stairs to the next landing. There were many passages leading off into
the rock rrom here - two short, stocky men were carrying a pneumatic drill into one of them.

"Because of the rising water, we're constantly having to extend the library outwards," explained Jones.
"What about the noise?"

"Most of the readers are too deaf to care. As for the people on the surface, nobody ever seems to notice. The best time to do it is when the
students are sitting Finals - it's when the council usually starts digging all the roads up in the city centre, so nobody can hear themselves think
anyway. Now ... The person you're after is through here." Jones opened a heavy door, studded with iron nails. Immediately, they were covered
in a minor sandstorm of dust, which made Helen sneeze. This little room obviously saw very little use. The air was stale and the smell of
mildew hung heavily. "Dozens of people walk past this room every day," said Professor Jones sadly, turning on the light. The single, naked
bulb cast long shadows into the recesses of the room, which was full of books that looked as if they'd been dumped in there and abandoned.

Helen couldn't see anyone else in the room. The drills were making quite a lot of noise somewhere nearby, but not enough to hide the
sound of Jones locking the door behind him. "Professor," she said, sounding braver than she felt. "This has gone on far enough. Let me out."

"No," he said. "No. Now listen."
"What?"
"LISTEN!"

Helen was extremely scared. She did as she was told. When she had got accustomed to filtering out the sound of her own heart beating,
yes, it was true ... There was another sound in the room. It was a whispering, rustling sound, but. .. no. It cou]dn't be. And yet, she could swear
the tiny voice was saying the word "Huw."

"I'm here," said the Professor. He picked up one of the books and opened it, looking for a particular page. Then he held the book open,
directly under the light, for Helen to see. On the right hand side was the title of the book: "The Huguenot community in London, 1500-1600."
On the left was a small biography of the author and a picture of him: a youngish-looking man with thick, curly hair. "I think you'll find that
this is the doctor you are looking for," said Jones. "He was my rriend once, when he was alive. He was one of the finest researchers of his
generation: it seemed he'd been everywhere, that he knew everybody and everything. Then they locked him away in here." He cradled the
book in his arms. "Soon he'll have spent longer imprisoned in this place than he lived in the real world. Some of these books are fine, it's true,
though a lot aren't - and here they all are, miles away rrom the public (you know how far we had to come), of interest only to a few, sealed up
in a half-forgotten room in a half-forgotten library that hardly anyone knows or cares about." The face in the photograph was of a smiling man
with ajolly-Iooking scarf. Yet Helen was sure that, even ifshe couldn't fathom where the noise was coming rrom, she could recognise the faint
sound of crying. It was like listening to the sound of someone who had just been dumped, coming rrom the college room below yours.

The whole situation was almost beyond her comprehension. "Can't we get him out?" she said at last.
"We don't have the power," said Jones.
"Who does? Who put him in there? How did they do it? Why did they do it?"
"I don't know. Nor does he. And ifhe doesn't know - and he doesn't - then no-one does."

"But he's just in these books? There aren't any anywhere else?"
"No. Only these."
"Good." Helen reached into her pocket and pulled out a cigarette lighter. Jones tried to get it rrom her, but he was too late.

The fire burned itself out for lack of oxygen. Trapped behind that thick oak door, it never spread to the main part of the'-library. It was
several days before the librarians found out what had happened: a post-doe student, a man with curly hair, a huge scarf and a brand new
reader's ticket, whom no-one could remember seeing there before, happened to open the door. He had been looking for something else entirely,
or so he said. The sudden inrush of rresh air scattered what remains there were in a cloud of ashes.

David Morse

2 The library of St. John the Beheaded appears in the Virgin New Adventure Doctor Who: All-consuming Fire. Nuff sed.
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